
Ready to take your firm to the next level in 2023? Below are our top 10 proven
strategies that will help you improve your marketing and grow your practice.

 
You don’t have to do all 10 at once—start with a couple that make the most

sense for your firm and commit to doing them consistently. Let’s make 2023 the
best year yet for your business!

This is where your audience lives, so go to them! It’s not enough just to have a
page on Facebook and LinkedIn. You should be on Twitter and Instagram and
regularly publishing content to those pages.

2. LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION!
You can take the previous strategy even further by publishing more video content.
Get on TikTok and share videos there and on your other pages. It doesn’t have to be a
grand production, just take out your phone and shoot a video of you addressing a
common concern. This is the content people are gravitating toward.

3. LAUNCH A PODCAST
Podcasting is the most versatile form of content right now as people look for ways
to consume information while working, driving, or something else to pass the time.
Having a podcast is a HUGE credibility booster and a great way to show off your
expertise

4. LIVE IN YOUR AUDIENCE’S INBOX

Email is NOT dead! It’s an easy way to create touchpoints with your audience to stay
top–of–mind and remind them of the many ways you can help. A monthly newsletter
goes a long way towards driving referrals and repeat business.
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1. GET MORE SOCIAL!



5. NETWORK, NETWORK, NETWORK!
Your marketing foundation starts here. We’re as close to getting back to normal
post–pandemic as we can possibly be, so get out there and meet new people.
Remember though, don't make it all about yourself, truly work to build great
relationships that will turn into consistent referral sources down the road.

6. NURTURE
Many businesses have a great lead generation strategy, but most fail to do anything
with those leads once they’re in the system. Make sure you’ve created a marketing
ecosystem that will nurture those leads along to help them make a buying decision.

7. PROVIDE VALUE TO YOUR AUDIENCE 
Don’t flood your social media posts and emails with hollow calls to action. No one
is on social media looking to be sold to—they’re looking for information. If you can
be that source of reliable information, you’ll be seen as the expert and the obvious
choice to work with…no call to action required!

8. PUBLISH A BOOK
Like podcasting, having your own published book is a big credibility booster. Imagine
having copies of a book with your face and name on the cover proudly on display in your
office? Plus, self–publishing is easier than you might think.

9. PROVIDE A STELLAR USER EXPERIENCE
Few things can hurt your reputation more than an outdated website. Make sure
your website is optimized for mobile, has an easily navigable interface, and
provides interactive content like downloads, checklists, etc.

10. DELEGATE!
Yes, delegating is a marketing strategy! You as the firm owner aren’t a marketer, so
delegate the marketing needs to a dedicated staff person or an outside vendor. You’ll still
have control over final decisions and approvals, but you’ll free up dozens of hours to
allow you to focus on other things.

We can help you implement many of these strategies. If you’re ready to
chat, book your free strategy call at Spotlight Branding.

 (800) 406-7229
Solutions@SpotlightBranding.com 

https://confirm.spotlightbranding.com/step2-workshop/

